Building Fire Protection Innovators Whose Products Make
the World Safer by Releasing Water in the Heat of Fire
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Over 25 Years of Bringing Cutting Edge
Fire Protection Building Products to the Market
International Barrier Technology Inc. develops, manufactures, and markets
proprietary fire-resistant building materials using a patented formulation of
Pyrotite™, a highly-hydrated magnesium oxychloride cement. Barrier’s awardwinning, fire-resistant wood panels use Pyrotite’s proprietary, non-toxic, noncombustible features as a coating with an extraordinary capability: it releases
water in the heat of fire. The panels exceed “model” building code requirements
in every targeted fire test and application, and they are unique in combining
properties that increase panel strength and minimize environmental and human
impact. Barrier’s family of products provides customers with a premium material
choice meeting an increasingly challenging combination of requirements in
residential and commercial building construction. The company has an exclusive
supply agreement with LP® Building Products (LP®) branded as LP® FlameBlock®
Fire-Rated OSB Sheathing (FlameBlock®), and Mule-Hide Products Co., which is
branded as MuleHide FR Deck Panel. For more information, please visit www.
intlbarrier.com.
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Pyrotite™ Proprietary Technology
Releasing Water at High Temperatures
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The basis of Barrier’s fire-retardant technology is Pyrotite™, a highly-hydrated
magnesium oxychloride cement. Barrier has patented the use of Pyrotite and
invented an innovative panel that features a fire shield laminate, which forms a
barrier between fire and the underlying wood panel. While the 0.060” – 0.080”
laminate provides an inorganic, cementitious, non-combustible shield, it also has
a molecular structure that contains a large volume of water, which releases at high
temperatures (just before wood reaches its combustion point -- around 475º F).
It serves to effectively cool the heat of fire and slow its spread. Pyrotite can be
bonded to a choice of substrates, typically orientated strand board (OSB) but also
to plywood and particleboard.
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Significant Supply Agreement Partnerships
LP® Building Products (LP®): Largest OSB manufacturer in the world signed an
exclusive supply agreement with Barrier in January of 2010; Barrier anticipates
a considerable increase in sales to ramp up in the fall
Barrier Internal Estimates:

•
•
•
•

Opportunity to increase sales output significantly within the next two years (est.)
Significant market opportunity with added target market approaching a total volume
of up to 1 billion sq. ft./yr in US for fire-rated OSB products
Barrier has agreed to manufacture a private label product for LP® out of their existing
facility in Watkins, MN branded as LP® FlameBlock® Fire-Rated OSB Sheathing
As the largest OSB manufacturer in the world, LP® is positioned with an active sales
and marketing staff; a competent and pervasive distribution network; and, a growing
reputation for creating products that help builders solve problems in design and
construction

Mule-Hide Products, Co.: Largest supplier of roofing materials for the
commercial modular industry. Has had an exclusive supply agreement with
Barrier since 2003

•
•
•

Barrier manufactures a private label product marketed as MuleHide FR Deck Panel
Exclusive deal separate from LP® and for the commercial modular market
Dedicated to Barrier’s Pyrotite technology; supported Barrier through the economic
downturn through inventory production for future sales

Significant Potential for Revenue Growth
Barrier Anticipates the LP® Building Products Deal Signed in January,
Coupled With Planned Sales Growth Though MuleHide, Will Add
Considerable Volume to Barrier’s Pyrotite Production and Sales

•
•
•

Opportunity to increase output from approx. 5mm sq. ft./yr to current plant
manufacturing capacity of 40mm sq/ft per year within the next two calendar
years (est.)
At just 20% market share, volume potential for upwards of 200mm sq. ft./yr
creating the need for expanded manufacturing capacity
As volume increases, fixed costs/sq. ft. are reduced and margins increase for
Barrier

®

Key Investment Highlights for Consideration
•
•
•
•
•

Recent LP® Partnership: represents a significant endorsement for Barrier’s Pyrotite technology and provides the company
with an opportunity to increase output significantly year within the next two years (est.)
Barrier has been a leader in innovating fire-rated building products for over 20 years; awarded Best of What’s New from
Popular Science
Significant market opportunity in the fire-rated panel market segment with a total market opportunity upwards of 1 billion
sq. ft./yr in the US market alone
Barrier’s technology has been validated by some of the biggest names in the building products industry: The Weyerhaeuser
Company (Blazeguard®); MuleHide Products (FR Deck Panel™); and LP ®(LP FlameBlock® Fire-rated OSB)
Barrier has invested over $7 million for technology manufacturing; $3.2 million recently spent to expand their Watkins, MN
manufacturing plant to meet the expected increase in demand for Pyrotite technology
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